RUMANIAN HOST HALTS RETREAT AND HITS FOES

Evening Agains on Offensive in Dobrudja, Berlin Admits

PEUTONS HOLD GROUND

Germans Claim Victories in Transylvania and Macedonia Operations

LONDON, Sept. 11.

The Rumanian hosts have taken the offensive against field Marshal Marescu's forces, which were retreating from the Transylvania and Macedonian fronts. The attack was not only an attempt to gain back lost territory but also to prevent the Allies from concentrating their forces near the Danube.

The Rumanians have already captured a number of villages and towns in the Transylvania area, and are reported to be pressing hard on the retreating forces of the Allies. The fighting has been intense, with both sides suffering heavy casualties.

National Guard Will Be Welcomed Home From Service in Foreign Lands

COAST OFFICIALS IN NEW YORK

Patriotism Loans to Be Raised by Proposed Celebrations

Plan to Great Soldiers of City of Inheritance

HOME-COMING CELEBRATIONS

The Philadelphia group headed by Mayor Nicholas B. Walter and Mayor John W. Wistar, on behalf of the city, have been working hard to arrange a fitting welcome for the returning soldiers. The mayor of Philadelphia, Mayor Walter, has been instrumental in organizing the welcome and has been in close contact with the state and federal authorities.